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Frequently Asked Questions
How much te reo is needed in the song and how will it be measured?

Your song should contain more than 25% Te Rea Maori in your sung word count. That means, for every 100
words you sing, at least 25 of them should be Te Rea Maori. It is preferable that Te Rea Maori is sung in
sentences, rather than individual kupu scattered through the lyric.

Do I have to be Maori or of Maori descent?

No, this fund is open to artists of all backgrounds.

What is a Te Rea Maori Collaborator?

A Te Rea Maori Collaborator is someone who is confident to lead the Te Rea Maori writing process. If you're
already competent in Te Rea Maori, a collaborator might be a tuakana who will give you confidence in your
reo, or a peer you can bounce ideas off.

Can I submit a cover or can I submit one of my already released songs to re-release in te reo
Maori?

You must submit a new original piece of music. This cannot be a cover, and this cannot be a song you wish to
have translated and rereleased in te reo Maori.

How much are Waiata Takitahi grants worth?
Waiata Takitahi grants will be available up to $14,000 ( + GST if registered).

The funding can be used towards a professional release-ready recording of the song, video content and other
visual collateral to assist with the song release along with promotion, publicity and marketing. We also will
expect that some of the funding will need to be utilised to engage a te reo Maori consultant to ensure correct
usage of te reo in the song (minimum of 25% te reo Maori).

Do I have to coinvest or contribute funds?

You are not required to coinvest in a Waiata Takitahi grant. However, we do expect you to invest additional
resources into the release of your funded song where possible, to give it the very best chance of cutting
through and finding an audience.

What do I need before I apply?

To apply for funding for Waiata Takitahi you will need a recorded demo version of the song you are applying
for funding for, and you will need to fill out the online application.
The application process includes working your way through a list of 25 criteria options focused on your music
journey and audience engagement to date. Waiata Takitahi applicants will need to have achieved at least 5 of
the 25 criteria options to proceed to the song application stage. The full list of criteria can be found here.

Where can I apply?

Waiata Takitahi applications will ONLY be accepted online via the NZ On Air New Music Single website https:1/newmusicsingles.nzonair.govt.nz - please look for the specific Waiata Takitahi badge to click and begin
your application.
If this is your first time submitting an application within the NZ On Air NewMusicSingle portal, you will just
need to sign up first with an email and password.
This round will open on 22 October 2020.
The page below goes into greater detail of each criteria point for further clarification.
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